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QUESTION 1

Your company has decided to move a few applications to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure and you have been asked to
design it for Disaster Recovery (DR). One of the items of your design is to deploy the DR at least 300 miles from the
home site and minimize the network latency as much as possible. 

Based on that, what will be the recommended deployment? 

A. Deploy applications in two separated VCNs in different Availability Domains and use VCN Remote Peering 

B. Deploy applications in different regions and have them connected using VCN Remote Peering 

C. Deploy applications in two separated VCNs in different regions and use VCN Local Peering 

D. Deploy applications on the same region splitting workloads across Availability Domains. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which two options are available when configuring DNS resolution for your virtual cloud network? (Choose two.) 

A. Internet and custom resolver 

B. Google DNS servers 

C. custom resolver 

D. Internet and virtual cloud network (VCN) resolver 

Correct Answer: CD 

Reference: https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/iaas/Content/Network/Concepts/dns.htm 

 

QUESTION 3

You are designing a networking infrastructure in multiple Oracle Cloud Infrastructure regions and require 

connectivity between workloads in each region. You have created a dynamic routing gateway (DRG) and a 

remote peering connection. 

However, your workloads are unable to communicate with each other. 

What are two reasons for this? (Choose two.) 

A. The security lists associated with subnets in each virtual cloud network (VCN) do not have the appropriate ingress
rules 

B. Identity and Access Management (IAM) policies have not been defined to allow connectivity across the two VCNs in
different regions 
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C. A local peering gateway needs to be created in each VCN with a default route rule added in the route table
forwarding the traffic to the local peering gateway 

D. An Internet gateway needs to be created in each VCN with a default route rule added in the route table forwarding
the traffic to the Internet Gateway 

E. The route table associated with subnets in each VCN do not have a route rule defined to forward the traffic to their
respective DRGs 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 4

What is a "transfer package" when transferring data to OCI via the OCI Data Transfer Service? 

A. A transfer package is the logical representation of the physical shipment containing the HDD transfer devices that
you ship to Oracle to upload to OCI. 

B. A transfer package is the software Oracle provides for you to prepare transfer devices for shipment to Oracle 

C. A transfer package contains the physical devices. 

D. A transfer package is the archive file that the Data Transfer Service Utility (dts) writes to the transfer device. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://blogs.oracle.com/cloud-infrastructure/introducing-oracle-cloud-infrastructure-datatransfer-service 

 

QUESTION 5

You have an application server that needs to copy data on Oracle Cloud Infrastrucutre (OCI) object storage in the same
region. You have created a service gateway for OCI object storage in your virtual cloud network (VCN) and modified
security lists associated with the subnet to allow traffic to the service gateway. You are able to connect to the OCI object
storage, however, you notice that the connectivity is over the Internet instead of the service gateway. What is the reason
for this behavior? 

A. The route table associated with the subnet has no route rule where the destination is object storage service 

B. The service gateway created in the VCN resides in a different availability domain 

C. The security list associated with the subnet has an egress rule that allows all traffic to be forwarded to a destination
CIDR 0.0.0.0/0 

D. Identity and Access Management (IAM) policies restrict the access to the object storage bucket 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://cloud.oracle.com/en_US/bare-metal-network/vcn/faq 

 

QUESTION 6
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You have just created an Autonomous Data Warehouse (ADW) and you want to connect to the ADW using 

SQL Developer. 

What three items are needed to connect to the ADW using SQL Developer? (Choose three.) 

A. the keystore password 

B. a security list with an ingress rule for TCP port 1521 

C. the client credentials file 

D. the public IP address of the ADW server 

E. the admin password 

Correct Answer: ACE 

 

QUESTION 7

Your on-premises hosted application uses Oracle database server. Your database administrator must have access to
the database server for managing the application. Your database server is sized for seasonal peak workloads, which
results in high licensing costs. You want to move your application to Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) to take advantage
of CPU scaling options. Which database offering on OCI would you select? 

A. bare metal DB systems 

B. VM DB systems 

C. Autonomous Transactions Processing (ATP) 

D. Autonomous Data Warehouse (ADW) 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://cloud.oracle.com/database/faq 

 

QUESTION 8

Which three must be configured for a load balancer to accept incoming traffic? (Choose two.) 

A. a listener 

B. a back-end server 

C. a back end set 

D. a security list that is open on a listener port 

E. a certificate 

Correct Answer: ADE 
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Reference: https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/iaas/Content/Balance/Tasks/managinglisteners.htm 

 

QUESTION 9

You are the Solutions Architect of a large company and are tasked with migrating all your services to Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure. As part of this, you first design a Virtual Cloud Network (VCN) with a public subnet and a private subnet.
Then in order to provide Internet connectivity to the instances in your private subnet, you create an Oracle Linux
instance in your public subnet and configure NAT on it. However, even after adding all related security list rules and
routes in the Route Table, your private subnet instances still cannot connect to the Internet. 

Which action should you perform to enable Internet connectivity? 

A. Disable "Source and Destination Check" on the VNIC of your Linux instance. 

B. There is no way that a private subnet can connect to the Internet. 

C. Create a Dynamic Routing Gateway (DRG) and route your private IP traffic to the DRG. 

D. Restart the NAT instance. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 10

You are tasked with creating a highly available clustered application on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure 

consisting of three nodes. The round-trip latency between nodes must be less than 500ps (micro-seconds) 

and your cluster should be resilient to hardware failure. 

What is the recommended deployment strategy? 

A. Deploy the cluster nodes in a single region and deploy each node into a different AD. Select the same fault domain in
each AD to ensure consistency. 

B. Deploy the cluster nodes in two separate regions and take advantage of multiple availability domains (ADs) in each
region. 

C. Deploy the cluster nodes in a single region and deploy each node into a different AD. 

D. Deploy the cluster nodes in a single region and deploy each node in different fault domains within a single AD. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

Which two will occur when a back-end server that is registered with a back end set is marked to drain connections?
(Choose two.) 

A. It disallows new connections to that back-end server. 
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B. It keeps the connections to that instance open and attempts to complete any in-flight requests. 

C. It redirects the requests to a user-defined error page. 

D. It immediately closes all existing connections to that instance. 

E. It forcibly closes all connections to that instance after a timeout period. 

Correct Answer: AD 

Reference: https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/iaas/Content/Balance/Tasks/managingbackendservers.htm 

 

QUESTION 12

Which two options are available when setting up DNS for your bare metal and virtual machine DB Systems? (Choose
two.) 

A. Internet and custom resolver 

B. Google DNS servers 

C. custom resolver 

D. Internet and virtual cloud network (VCN) resolver 

Correct Answer: CD 

Reference: https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/iaas/Content/Database/Tasks/launchingDB.htm 

 

QUESTION 13

Which storage service is used on OCI for a Data Transfer Service job? 

A. An instance with enough storage to accommodate the job 

B. An object bucket 

C. A File System service instance 

D. Block Volume 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 14

Where do you find the tnsnames.ora for your Autonomous Data Warehouse (ADW) database? 

A. You can download tnsnames.ora from Oracle Cloud Infrastructure web console under ADW details page 

B. The tnsnames.ora file is included in credentials.zip file that you download from service console of ADW 
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C. The ADW database will place the tnsnames.ora file in an object storage bucket 

D. You are automatically prompted to download the tnsnames.ora file upon creation of the ADW database 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

At the end of a terraform apply operation, what is the default output? 

A. nothing by default 

B. statistics about what was added, changed, and destroyed 

C. the entire state file 

D. statistics about what was added, changed, and destroyed, and the values of outputs 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://www.terraform.io/intro/getting-started/outputs.html 
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